Call for Papers

eisodos – Journal for Ancient Literature and Theory

**eisodos** – *Journal for Ancient Literature and Theory* is a peer-reviewed, open access, online-journal for B.A.- and M.A.-students as well as Ph.D.-Students in the early stages of their Ph.D. **eisodos** accepts submissions in both English and German and is published three times a year.

**eisodos** has as its focus questions on the interpretation of Ancient literature. The comparison of different literary theories is a further key aspect on which **eisodos** will welcome submissions. The aim of **eisodos** is to discuss interpretations of Ancient literature and the theories about literature that lie behind these.

Students interested in Ancient literature and literary theory are invited to send in submission of approx. 7 pages for the first issue of **eisodos**. In addition **eisodos** invites ideas for reviews of thematically suitable publications.

Submissions (as Word- or OpenOffice-document) should be sent to herausgeber@eisodos.org. Please include your name and university affiliation with your submission.

For submission guidelines and more information about **eisodos** visit www.eisodos.org.

Submission deadline is Tuesday, April 15th, 2014.

We look forward to hearing from you or your students. Please be sure to forward this CfP to any students you think might be interested.

The editors
Bettina Bohle and Lena Krauss
herausgeber@eisodos.org